“Agile Corporate” Conference 2022

8:00 - 9:00

Registration, morning coffee and familiarization talks
9:00 - 9:10
9:10 - 10:10

Welcoming the Participants, Speakers and Sponsors/Partners
Facilitated Workshop. ONSITE ONLY
10CLOUDS - Urszula Wawrzeniuk, Wiosna Wiłkomirska

10:10 - 10:30

Coffee break
Coffee breaks are a time for rest, but with us coffee breaks serve one more purpose:
networking for the participants. With us, breaks are a time for fun and relaxation.

10:30 - 11:00

"From transition to transformation – a shift into agility in
shared service center"
SCHAEFFLER - Sandra Fuchs
A shared service center not only allows us to optimize the costs of a given parent organization, but
most importantly – it guarantees better efficiency, stability and predictability of work organization and
processes. However, in order to ensure the aspects mentioned above, building an SSC based on a wellstructured transition proces is not enough. It i salso necessary to think about the „next step” – a smooth
shift from transition stabilization into transformation, which will ensure not only the main- tenance of
the current quality of services, but will also aim towards optimization, increasing efficien- cy and the
broadly understood concept of customer experience. At Schaeffler, we believe that agile
transformation can help us in achieving these goals, not only in IT, but also in other areas of our
center’s operation, and this is what my speech will be about: the first steps, cooperation and challenges
in cre- ating an agile service center common.

11:00 - 11:25

3 boundary success factors of enterprise-wide
transformation: correct identification of the main goal,
increase in the maturity level, change in the way of thinking
DELOITTE - Michał Chmielewski, Krzysztof Mysior

11:25 - 12:05

"Do contracts shape our behavior? : a couple of words about Agile
Contract Manifesto"
CAPGEMINI - Jerzy Szwarc

12:05 - 12:25

12:25 - 12:55

Coffee break
Coffee breaks are a time for rest, but with us coffee breaks serve one more purpose:
networking for the participants. With us, breaks are a time for fun and relaxation.

"It all started with garbage..."
MCDONALD'S - Katarzyna Kucisz-Rosłoń, Katarzyna Michalska
We invite you to a short story about not always so easy beginnings, the clash with the corporate reality
- the „priorities of priorities”, with the subject of littering in the background.
Today, McDonald’s has 30 years of experience on the Polish market, 500 restaurants and over 31,000
employees. As an organization, we take pride in our skills in terms of operations, and we are perfectionists... On the one hand, we consider those to be important qualities, but sometimes it blocks us,
delays our processes. During the pandemic, forced to act even faster, we decided to take advantage of
the crisis and start doing something different, focusing on higher efficiency and transparency. Hence
the idea of implementing the Agile methodology. When looking for a pilot project, we knew that it
would be about minimizing our impact on the environment, and here the topic of litter appeared - not
actually waste, but valuable raw materials, which we provide with a second life...

12:55 - 13:25

"Physical space – mental space, or how the environment
helps to be Agile"
MARO - Maciej Ławniczak

"Agile certification models – a benefit, or money wasted?"

13:25 - 13:45

PEOPLECERT - Karol Granoszewski

13:45 - 14:35
14:35 - 14:55

Lunch + networking
"Can a production company be Agile?"
DIGITALPASSION - Robert Wojtachnik

14:55 - 15:15

"Choose Your WoW (Way of Working) thanks to Disciplined Agile"
PMI Poland Chapter - Martyna Czajka
Mark Lines, the co-founder of Disciplined Agile, said that Disciplined Agile (DA) is unique. Why? It is not
just another method or framework, but a toolkit - a hybrid of existing Agile strategies that are put
together and easy to use. The choice of approach should be based on the specific situation, therefore the Way of Working (WoW), which is adapted to the needs. The aim of the presentation will be to
introduce the main assumptions of Disciplined Agile, the possibilities it creates, and to answer the
following questions:
•
•
•
•
•

15:15 - 15:40

In what situations can DA be used?
Which life cycles can you choose from?
Is there one universal and always effective way of working?
What are the benefits of using DA and how to start?
How can you be sure that Disciplined Agile can turn out to be the right choice?

CASE STUDY. Topic will be announced soon
DELOITTE - Artur Kożuch

15:40 - 16:20

"Agile gives you „WHY”. New perspectives - what motivates
us, what drives us?"
Izabela Kielczyk, BUSINESS PSYCHOLOGIST

16:20 - 16:40
16:40 - 17:30

If you’re a manager, ask your employees what they're working for.
Some people work best when they are more committed, when they believe in the impact they make
and live up to certain values that are important to them. Others only work because they either have
to, or for the money. Such people do not use creativity and commitment in their work. When
employees answer the question of why they are working, they become wholeheartedly engaged and
create ideas, and become fully responsible for the tasks entrusted to them.
They create team relationships that foster cooperation not only with each other, but also with their
clients.
When an employee sees no purpose in their job and feels that they have no influence over it, they do
it very mechanically. Often there is also a feeling of helplessness, which greatly weakens creativity
and motivaton. At work, people need to fulfill one of the basic psychological needs - feeling needed.
Employees want to be convinced that their work has a deeper meaning.

Coffee break + networking

"Recompose and Recombine, or a scientific approach to Agile"
DAVE SNOWDEN, CSO & Founder of Cognitive Edge
This presentation will look at new ways to manage complex user requirements based on three
years of research and practice to create aa complexity based alternative to design thinking. It will
include new methods for engaging more closely with users and will explore ideas around the use
of scaffold- ing to create a more flexible approach to systems architecture. The presentation will
use the Cynefin Framework and this is a chance to get UpToDate with its curator.

17:30 - 17:40

End of conference

